
Campaign Toolkit



Our “Have an East Devonly Christmas” campaign conjures up the action of doing 
and experiencing what’s unique about East Devon this season, both in a sense 
of place and from a people perspective.  It showcases the assets on offer from 
the unique gifts you can buy on your high street to the home grown produce 
that’s perfect for your festive feasts. It’s tailored to what each visitor or resident 
encounters and feels – including the tasty to the idyllic, each person has their 
own idea of what’s heavenly or East Devonly, so the strategic thought isn’t just 
for Christmas, it’s limitless, with the strength to promote our area through all 
seasons and  through the years ahead. With the power of a hashtag campaign 
we can all easily share, tag, post and disseminate our #EastDevonly campaign 
online and offline.  

We hope all our partners, residents, friends and visitors will embrace #EastDevonly. 
Our toolkit is designed to inspire you and give ideas, but it is in no way prescriptive. 
Ways it can be used include:

As a call to action 
“Shop merrily and locally on your high street – Have an #EastDevonly Christmas”

As a statement 
Joyfully… …have an #EastDevonly Christmas 
Festively… …have an #EastDevonly Christmas  

This is an idea that we want you to take on and run with. Make it relevant to your 
businesses, your own business goals and be as creative as you like. At the back 
of the guide, we’ve also included our seasonal campaign colourways, fonts, 
campaign logo and a little about how we at East Devon District Council will be 
applying #EastDevonly to our campaign communication. You can use it anyway 
you want, or you can use our guidelines if that helps. 



What is

?

We all have different ideas of what is East Devonly and with the 
effective use of adverb words we can showcase this… …so, it could 
be deliciously, scrumptiously, sustainably which could be used 
to promote our fantastic food & drink offering and local produce. 
Merrily, joyfully, brightly, festively, decadently, luxuriously, uniquely 
are examples to adopt for our seasonal Christmas campaign. 

There are so many amazing elements that make East Devon 
unique, including our unrivalled coastline, culture, activities, history 
& heritage, landscapes and fantastic farming which produce our 
district’s fine food and drinks.. Whatever you’re proud of and want to 
celebrate, is in essence #EastDevonly, the options are endless and 
ready for you to use.



Using

as a sign off

Merrily

Cosily

Have an #EastDevonly Christmas Have an #EastDevonly Christmas

Have an #EastDevonly ChristmasHave an #EastDevonly Christmas

Respectfully 



Deliciously

Locally
Have an #EastDevonly Christmas

Have an #EastDevonly Christmas Have an #EastDevonly Christmas

Thoughtfully
Have an #EastDevonly Christmas

Using

as a sign off



Using

as a caption

Come and see our very own
#EastDevonly Christmas Little Donkey 

An #EastDevonly Christmas Treat

A luxurious #EastDevonly Christmas Stay

The #EastDevonly Christmas therapy

An #EastDevonly Christmas viewWe’ve got our #EastDevonly Christmas
all wrapped up 



Using

as a
call to action

Walking in a winter wonderland.
Have an #EastDevonly Christmas 

You’ll find great gifts ideas on our  
#EastDevonly High Streets

Time for an #EastDevonly Christmas
Tipple for example, @TheJackInTheGreen 

A seasonal dip @location Christmas/Boxing 
day swim - Have an #EastDevonly Christmas

Clear skies and blue seas for the winter season, 
that’s an #EastDevonly Christmas for you!

Enjoying a fresh & festive #EastDevonly 
Christmas Morning on the Coast



more examples 
of how to use

as a
call to action

This is …… #EastDevonly experience, it’s time to discover yours @.....

What’s your #EastDevonly experience/stop/ adventure/stay/break?

Tag who would you like to share this #EastDevonly experience with @..... 

Share your #EastDevonly moment @..... to win

Find your #EastDevonly experience/stop/adventure/stay/break @.....



My

...a reviving winter walk along the 
beach followed by a warming mug of 
delicious Matcha Latte at The Hideway. 

- Geri Panteva 

 Christmas is...

Using #EastDevonly Christmas
as a testimonial



How to capture an #EastDevonly film
Are you ready for your 15 seconds of fame? 
We’re looking to feature you and your business in our #EastDevonly Christmas 
campaign, we want to tell the world and our residents just how inspiring our district’s 
high streets and rural businesses really are, showcasing the breadth of our retail and 
food & drink offering, which all make our area so #EastDevonly. 
 
All we need is for you to film yourself doing what you do best – serving the 
community. Whether you’re a shop owner, artisan, independent, local producer, 
barista, baker, butcher or restaurateur, we just need 15 seconds of you showing us 
how inspiring you and your business is, whilst recording your own message to our East 
Devon residents with the backdrop of your business or local surroundings:  
 
Message 1 – THE INTRO   

This is your chance to tell the community that you’d love them to visit, shop, drink or 
dine at your business – so please lead in with the following line: 
 
“All I want for Christmas is…”  
Examples of this could be -  
“All I want for Christmas is to see a few friendly faces stopping by and shopping with us” 
“All I want for Christmas is for visitors to drink and dine with us” 
 
Message 2 – THE SIGNOFF 

This is your chance to wish our residents a merry Christmas by simply saying to 
camera the following:  
“Have an #EastDevonly Christmas!” 
 
We’ll be using social media to broadcast our films so on the next page there are 
some handy hints and tips of how to build up your creative story and narrative –  
just please make sure your sound is on and we can hear your festive messages and 
don’t worry the films don’t have to be an Oscar winning performance. We’re here 
to help you too, we can provide a briefing session, to guide you through your shot 
setups, the best angles and also talk through any technical details. Just have fun 
filming and let’s make sure we make this Christmas memorable and #EastDevonly. 



How to capture an #EastDevonly film

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Don’t have a high performance 
camera or a DSLR? These days high 
quality video can be captured on a 
number of different devices including 
smartphones. Make sure you have 
it set to the highest quality video 
settings. It can possibly go to and 
record at 1080p but 4K is best!

As a rule of thumb, you should 
always shoot Landscape, but as we 
are creating content for TikTok and 
Instagram stories we need you to 
film portrait. This prevents cropping 
into the video which results in grainy 
footage and losing parts of the 
composition you have put together. 
Hint at your surroundings, we are 
suggesting that the Businesses and 
High Streets can form part of the 
inspiring back drop.

Considering the setup of your shot
is extremely important, whilst over
staging a shot can be seen 
negatively, remember to ask yourself 
these quick questions: Have I 
captured the best angle? Can I tilt up 
to avoid the rubbish bin? Is the shot 
level? Build up the story narrative – 
show our creative process from start 
to finish if you produce something 
physical. Cutting from one angle to 
another is a good and simple way to 
add visual interest to video. Pro tip: 
when you change perspectives, shift 
by at least 45 degrees. Smaller shifts 
in perspective don’t really create 
the intended effect – they just look 
jarring to the viewer.

The sun is one of the best light 
sources for video. If you’re filming 
in natural light, do your best to get 
your footage in the morning or 
afternoon, when the light is softer. If 
you’re filming indoors, you will need 
to be more intentional about the 
types of lights you use and where 
you place them. One thing to avoid 
is overhead lighting– it can cast 
unflattering shadows on your subjects’ 
faces. Windows are a good natural light 
source. You can also use a large lamp or 
two to cast the type of light you want.

It’s hard to hold a camera completely
steady, so try not to hold your camera 
at all if you can help it. Instead, use 
a tripod, or set your camera on a 
sturdy surface or mini-Phone tripod. 
Always consider the focal point of 
the image. The human eye is drawn 
to parts of an image that are in focus 
first. Therefore, focus can be used 
to great effect, changing the way 
we see things and to give greater 
prominence to product/activity or 
location.

Your Devices Shoot Portrait
Composition 

and Angles
Use Plenty

of Light
Don’t Shake, 

Focus



How to take an #EastDevonly Image

All imagery should capture unique East Devon highlighting what sets East Devon apart 
from other destinations, not just where the visitor is but what they are doing. Each shot 
needs to be immersive, intimate, and personal - capturing alluring experiences and 
encounters with human inclusion, connecting visually every moment with the audience. 
The focus is on the people in the shot - this is to encourage users to share their own 
photos and experiences online.

When creating #EastDevonly imagery for online use please consider the device/
media format that it will be displayed upon. Optimal image size guidelines are 
available for all social media platforms.

1 2 3

4 5

People inclusive 
where possible

Unique to East 
Devon 

Product/Place/
Attraction 

Interaction with 
the surroundings 

Partner livery

6

Personalised 
#EastDevonly 
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#EastDevonly Campaign Examples
Posters
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#EastDevonly Campaign Examples
Shop Vinyl



Example of Self Application
for Businesses



A-Frame Front A-Frame Back



#EastDevonly Campaign Examples
Email Signature

#EastDevonly Campaign Examples
Social Media



Style Guide
We’re as happy for you to use these colours, fonts 

and image guidance as we are for you to express the 
#EastDevonly Christmas sentiment in your own unique way.



#EastDevonly Style Guide
Logo

Use of personalised messages around
#EastDevonly Christmas e.g. prefixed 
with: ‘my, our, name’s’ etc.

Using handwritten type for the main
#EastDevonly hashtag tagline makes
the campaign feel human and individual.

#EastDevonly Style Guide
Fonts

For descriptors

Aesthet Nova
AaBbCcDdWwXxYyZz

For hashtag 

Brighter
AaBbCcDdWwXxYyZz



#EastDevonly Style Guide
Logo Application

The campaign logo/lockup can be utilised 
and applied to any East Devon partner 
communications, so that the campaign has 
further exposure through joint activity.

The logo is available in these formats - EPS, 
JPG, SVG & PNG and in all the campaign 
colour ways to allow for standout. 

Remember to consider scale, colour 
contrast and positioning of the logo, 
depening on your choice of image.

Please see the application examples for 
how to use the logo over imagery and 
guidance on minimum size.

Minimum size:

Width: 100px Digital / 50mm Print

Full centre of image. 1/2 height of image.

Height:
48px Digital
24mm Print Upper or lower corner of image. 1/3 width of image.



Primary Palette Secondary Palette

#EastDevonly Style Guide
Colour Palette



Campaign Contact: 
Anne Mountjoy MCIM
amountjoy@eastdevon.gov.uk 

Marketing and Communications Officer 

Growth, Development and Prosperity 

East Devon District Council 

07816 220 499 


